THE ULTIMATE RIDE
REDESIGNED FOR GREATER OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY
EXCELLENCE INSIDE AND OUT
EXCEEDING YOUR EXPECTATIONS IS A PASSION.

WHETHER IT’S FINDING NEW AND SMARTER SOLUTIONS OR PUTTING THE FINISHING TOUCHES ON OUR UNIQUE DESIGNS, WE STAND APART THROUGH OUR RELENTLESS PURSUIT OF EXCELLENCE. WE KNOW THAT YOUR INVESTMENT, PASSENGERS’ SAFETY, AND PEACE OF MIND ARE TOP PRIORITIES. PREVOST® EXCELLENCE BEGINS AT THE DESIGN STAGE, EXTENDS THROUGH OUR MANUFACTURING OPERATIONS, AND CONTINUES THROUGHOUT THE OWNERSHIP EXPERIENCE AT OUR PARTS AND SERVICE CENTERS. A PREVOST COACH IS A VEHICLE YOU CAN COUNT ON.

FUEL EFFICIENCY AND RELIABILITY PAIRED WITH AN ULTRA-SMOOTH RIDE AND EASY PASSENGER ACCESSIBILITY MAKE THE PREVOST X3-45® AN IDEAL CHOICE FOR YOUR LINE-HAUL AND INTERCITY ROUTES.
ULTRA-SMOOTH RIDE
THE ULTIMATE RIDE

With the longest wheelbase in the industry, the Prevost X-Series offers a remarkably smooth and comfortable ride from the first row to the back. The X3-45 boasts unmatched accessibility with the lowest overall height in the industry (133.875 in/3.40m) ensuring easy access to a wide variety of locations. Its roomy entrance with convenient full-length, soft-touch handrails and short staircase makes for stress-free passenger boarding. The generous floor-to-ceiling height of 79.5 inches (2.02 meters) provides the most spacious cabin environment in its class.

When it comes to delivering an expansive yet relaxed long-distance travel environment, the Prevost X-Series is in a class of its own.
**UNMATCHED ACCESSIBILITY**

The Prevost X3-45 offers the lowest overall height in the premium coach market while maintaining the best-in-class, floor-to-ceiling height of 79.5 inches (2.02 meters). This means the X3-45 can take you more places while still providing a more spacious cabin environment.

The coach features an expansive entrance (30in) with convenient full-length, soft-touch handrails. The front-kneeling suspension lowers the coach to help passengers getting on or off, meaning greater accessibility, even for people with reduced mobility.

Redesigned X3-45 features increased headroom in the wheelchair area for improved accessibility and better visibility for the passenger. The wheelchair lift door structure has also been improved for enhanced reliability and durability.

**PERIMETER LIGHTING**

Optional Perimeter or curb lighting can be installed on Prevost coaches to illuminate the area around the sides of the vehicle. Three lights on each side allow the driver to see the side of the coach in the mirrors and improve visibility for loading and unloading luggage bays at night.

**ENHANCED PANORAMIC VIEWS**

Enlarged windows with no top curvature together with less panes and posts resulted in a 15% increase in visibility, as well as a more spacious feel to the interior, for an optimized experience for passengers. Flush, top-mounted windows are bolted, not glued, into place for ease of replacement.

**IMPROVED FUEL ECONOMY**

Aerodynamic improvements to the coach body resulted in a remarkable decrease in highway fuel consumption of up to 10%. The front end was restyled to improve airflow and visibility while additional slant to the two-piece windshield and a flush windshield gasket are further tweaks that contributed to the dramatic improvement in fuel economy.
Happy passengers drive your bottom line

We are committed to offering amenities and safety features that will ensure your customers are comfortable, contented and secure whenever they travel on the Prevost X3-45 coach. It can mean the difference between a memorable trip and one that is unforgettable.

HAPPY PASSENGERS DRIVE YOUR BOTTOM LINE
Hinged doors and fenders provide easy accessibility to major components.

Tire Pressure Monitoring System

Longest wheelbase in the industry (334.5 in./8.5 m) for an ultra-smooth ride.

Highest floor-to-ceiling interior height (79.5 in./2.02 m) with superior passenger amenities for better comfort and entertainment.

Vertical installation of the DPF, SCR, and rooftop diffuser for improved safety, security, serviceability, and efficiency.

Electric Fan Drive Industry leading engine compartment space to aid serviceability.

Engine Fire Detection and Suppression System

Hinged doors and fenders provide easy accessibility to major components.
Underfloor compartment volume
- w/o WCL: 380 ft³ / 10.76 m³
- with WCL: 350 ft³ / 9.91 m³

Optional Independent Front Suspension for superior maneuverability

Multiplex system for peace of mind and maximum operational efficiency

Larger thermopane windows for better panoramic views

Enhanced structural rigidity for passenger safety

Lowest overall height (133.875 in / 3.40 m) for easier access

Aerodynamically styled windshield for maximum fuel efficiency

Surround Camera System Available

Prevost Driver Assist system

Easily replaced Xenon headlamps

A full-size 365 tire can be stored in easily accessed extra space behind the front bumper

Integrated frame provides optimal structural integrity and longevity

Larger thermopane windows for better panoramic views

Enhanced structural rigidity for passenger safety

Lowest overall height (133.875 in / 3.40 m) for easier access

Aerodynamically styled windshield for maximum fuel efficiency

Surround Camera System Available

Prevost Driver Assist system

Easily replaced Xenon headlamps

A full-size 365 tire can be stored in easily accessed extra space behind the front bumper

Integrated frame provides optimal structural integrity and longevity

Larger thermopane windows for better panoramic views

Enhanced structural rigidity for passenger safety

Lowest overall height (133.875 in / 3.40 m) for easier access

Aerodynamically styled windshield for maximum fuel efficiency

Surround Camera System Available

Prevost Driver Assist system

Easily replaced Xenon headlamps

A full-size 365 tire can be stored in easily accessed extra space behind the front bumper
AN ELEVATED PASSENGER EXPERIENCE
Above all, travel in a Prevost is supremely comfortable. The Prevost X3-45 coach offers generous cabin space, isolation from noise and vibrations, optimal light and temperature control, plenty of storage and cargo space, thoughtful amenities, and the stable and secure ride that only the robust Prevost foundation can provide.

Amenity options to help the miles fly by include the Prevost Entertainment Portal, a system that gives each passenger the opportunity to customize their entertainment options. Choose to Watch * Read * Play * Listen from your own electronic device.

For a first-class travel experience, an elegant, ultra-comfortable and ergonomically-designed leather seating configuration in a spacious 2+1 layout for 22 to 34 passengers is available.

110V and USB outlets are available at each seat and the passenger environment control panel ensures passengers can control the temperature in their immediate environment. Aircraft-type enclosed overhead parcel racks have carpeting, lights and ample room.

The goal is lasting comfort for every mile of every trip for every passenger.
POWER AND FUEL EFFICIENCY
PREVOST ELECTRIC FAN DRIVE

The fully integrated electric cooling system is standard on all Prevost models.

Benefits:
- Fuel economy improvement
- Complete system redundancy reduces downtime
- Available power increase of up to 50hp in some specific operating conditions, thereby giving more power to the wheels
- More space in engine compartment to access critical components
- Improved reliability of cooling system
- Lower operating costs

Older model coaches (dating back to 2011) can be retrofitted with the Prevost electric fan drive.

A MECHANIC’S DREAM

Thanks to our unique vertical installation and rooftop diffuser mount, the SCR & DPF system produces less heat in the engine compartment. It also offers more accessibility which, with the addition of the electric fan drive, has provided the most open engine compartment in the industry for safer, easier, and faster maintenance.

In addition, the Volvo D13 engine is supported by the unsurpassed Prevost Service Network. Prevost is the only manufacturer in the industry to offer and support our own engine.
DRivers Prefer Prevost

For generations, professional drivers have celebrated Prevost coaches for their unmatched ease of drivability, precise and secure dynamic qualities, and superior ride characteristics. Prevost is, quite simply, the coach preferred by those who drive for a living.
ERGONOMICALLY FRIENDLY DRIVER’S ENVIRONMENT

Employing a sophisticated “multiplexed” architecture, the Prevost driver’s environment provides the kind of long-distance comfort and fatigue-free operation that makes an all-day journey a pleasure. Prevost places frequently used controls such as cruise control, shifting, engine braking, horn actuation and electric sun visor adjustment on the steering wheel for easier driver access. A pneumatic steering column and ergonomically-angled steering wheel ensure that all gauges and indicators remain easily readable regardless of driver and steering-wheel position. The result is a driver’s environment designed to optimize intuitive operation, safety, and comfort.

BACKUP OR SURROUND CAMERA

Focused on increasing safety and maneuverability, Prevost’s optional Back-up or Surround Camera Systems take the driver guesswork out of backing up, parking in crowded areas, and maneuvering the vehicle. Weather resistant camera is resilient in all weather environments.

E-MIRROR OPTION

Electronic mirrors are optional equipment that improve fuel efficiency through improved aerodynamics. E-mirrors minimize blind spot hazards, improve visibility at night and in inclement or rainy conditions and help limit sun and light glare. With e-mirrors, there is no risk of collision with pedestrians or others on the road and maintenance costs are decreased.

INDEPENDENT FRONT SUSPENSION

Prevost’s independent suspension includes precisely-sized and tuned stabilizer bars on not only the front- but also the drive-axles. This design, engineered to complement the ZF Servocom® power steering, provides exceptional directional stability, confidence-inspiring road feel, and best-in-class handling precision.
SERVICE THAT GOES THE EXTRA MILE
THE ULTIMATE SERVICE NETWORK

Resolute in its commitment to deliver the ultimate aftermarket experience to coach operators across the US and Canada, Prevost offers the largest service network in the motorcoach industry.

The network includes nineteen Prevost Parts & Service Centers strategically located throughout the US and Canada. All locations are staffed by highly qualified, factory-trained, and certified Prevost technicians. Additionally, more than 190 providers in the Volvo Truck network are certified to service buses and our fleet of mobile service trucks are available in high traffic areas and at special events to expand the work of our service centers. We are dedicated to keeping coaches on the road and businesses running smoothly.

PARTS ORDERING

Prevost offers 24/7 emergency parts ordering and shipping and 24/7 online parts ordering with a special discount. Prevost Parts® exclusive computerized parts catalog provides immediate access to all coach assemblies, subassemblies, and components and we use RF barcode technology for quick shipment of parts. Same day shipping when parts are ordered before 2:00 PM. (local service center time)

24/7 TECHNICAL SUPPORT FOR PEACE OF MIND

With Prevost Action Service System™ (PASS™), you have 24/7 access to immediate call center assistance. PASS offers many services, including finding the nearest qualified road service, securing emergency maintenance assistance and towing, scheduling emergency service appointments, and ordering parts. PASS is available 24/7 by calling 1-800-463-7738, 365 days a year.
The Prevost Ultimate Service Network

USA

CALIFORNIA – BAY AREA
28702 Hall Rd
Hayward, CA 94545
Tel: 1-510-745-7515

CALIFORNIA – SOUTHERN
3384 De Forest Circle
Mira Loma, CA 91752
Tel: 1-909-421-9558
Fax: 1-951-360-2560

FLORIDA – JACKSONVILLE
6931 Business Park Blvd
North Jacksonville, FL 32256
Tel: 1-800-874-7740
Fax: 1-904-886-0092

FLORIDA – ORLANDO
1300 Green Forest Court
Winter Garden, FL 34787
Tel: 1-407-354-0196

ILLINOIS
3755 N. Carnation St.
Franklin Park, IL 60131
Tel: 1-847-778-7475

NEW JERSEY – SECAUCUS
57 County Avenue
Secaucus, NJ 07094
Tel: 1-201-867-2775
Fax: 1-201-974-9367

NEW JERSEY – SECAUCUS
1700 Rochell Ave.
Capitol Heights, MD 20743

CANADA

ALBERTA – CALGARY
2932 Kingsview Blvd SE
Airdrie, Alberta T4A 0C9
Tel: 1-403-519-3477

ALBERTA – FT MCMURRAY
292 MacDonald Crescent
FT McMurray, Alberta T9H 4B6
Tel: 1-780-713-0274
Fax: 1-780-743-0983

BRITISH COLUMBIA
11911 No. 5 Road
Richmond, British Columbia V7A 4E9
Tel: 1-604-940-3306
Fax: 1-604-940-3384

ONTARIO – MISSISSAUGA
7655 Tranmere Drive
Mississauga, Ontario L5S 1L4
Tel: 1-905-738-0881
Fax: 1-905-738-0891

ONTARIO – OTTAWA
2105 Bantree St
Ottawa, Ontario K1B 4K3

ONTARIO – SCARBOROUGH
25 Grand Marshall Dr
ScARBorough, Ontario M1B 5N6

QUEBEC – LÉVIS
850, Chemin Olivier
Lévis, Quebec G7A 2N1
Tel: 1-866-870-2046
Fax: 1-418-831-7432

QUEBEC – MONTREAL
1275, Boulevard Hymus
Dorval, Quebec H9P 1J5
Tel: 1-514-687-6741
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